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QUESTION 1

How does HP meet the "everything as a service" demand of rapid urbanization? 

A. with HP STS (Smart Technologies Service) 

B. with HP CSaaS (Cloud Solutions as a Service) 

C. with HP DaaS (Device as a Service) 

D. with HP CPaaS (Computing Power as a Service) 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which HP DaaS plan offers advanced software analytics and application compliance report? 

A. Premium 

B. Standard 

C. Enhanced 

D. Advanced 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

How does HP Sure Recover help customers in the case of a breach? 

A. It checks the device image via the Manageability Integration Kit plug-in for Microsoft\\' SCCM before deploying across
a fleet to recover time. 

B. It checks the network firewall and recovers the local firewall after a breach. 

C. It recovers lost programs, office files, photos, videos, and user files. 

D. It restores their machines quickly and securely to the latest image. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www8.hp.com/h20195/v2/GetPDF.aspx/4AA7-4556ENW.pdf (4) 

 

QUESTION 4

What are the characteristics of the new work style that results from moving into the experience age? 
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A. computer-based workflow in the office; flexible working hours: fixed location 

B. cloud-based workflow in the office; nothing stored on local computers; more personalized, faster experience 

C. cloud-based workflow; office will be wherever you are with no fixed location; people will stay in a job for around 3
years on average 

D. cloud-based workflow; working from home; people staying in jobs for around 5 years 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

How does the experience age change the workplace as compared to the Information age? (Select three.) 

A. smaller open offices 

B. large open offices 

C. fixed desks offices 

D. more car parking for employees 

E. collaboration areas 

F. cubicle work environment 

G. at-home workspace solutions 

Correct Answer: AEG 

 

QUESTION 6

What is the customer cost of HP Sure Sense? 

A. It is free If you register online within 30 days. 

B. HP charges SIO per license. 

C. There is no additional cost. 

D. HP charges up to S5 per license, depending on volume. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Why would you recommend HP Installation Services? 

A. to ensure the customer receives great service and support for the duration of the device lifecycle, including
installation 
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B. to be able to facilitate the move to Microsoft Windows 10 

C. to enable easier implementation of endpoint devices with the latest Microsoft and HP software solution updates
already installed 

D. to ensure the customer receives user-ready devices at specific locations that includes unpacking, PC setup, and
basic configuration 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 8

Which statement correctly describes HP Sure Sense? 

A. protection against phishing attacks 

B. protection against BIOS attacks and memory failures 

C. protection against zero-day (never-seen-before) attacks 

D. protection against visual attacks 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Your healthcare customer has overburdened IT staff and Inadequate IT resources, but they have a growing need to
migrate their devices from Microsoft Windows 7 to Windows 10. Which HP Daa5 explanation is correct and relevant to
this customer? 

A. HP DaaS is a solution that combines hardware and premium same-day support, proactive management, and
services for every stage of the device lifecycle. 

B. HP DaaS is a complete solution that includes migrating from Microsoft Windows 7 to Windows 10 on all existing
PCs. 

C. HP DaaS provides security and additional software to monitor the health of your PC, with reduced costs as all
reporting is done automatically. 

D. HP DaaS is a complete solution that combines hardware, support, proactive management, and services for every
stage of the device lifecycle to optimize IT assets and resources. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What does HP do to meet the needs of the changing demographics? 

A. HP is bringing out a new style of wearable computer that is perfectly suited for the changing demographic. 

B. HP offers purpose-built HP healthcare solutions and HP VR backpacks. 
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C. HP creates retro-looking devices for the untapped silver generation market. 

D. HP creates an easy mode to simplify Microsoft Windows and thus make Windows easier to use. 

Correct Answer: B 
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